SUPPLIES

FOR THE OUTER
1 Thrifted Sweater
(natural fabrics are best)
OR
1/8 yard heavyweight fabric
(fleece, wool, felt, corduroy)

FOR THE LINING
1/4 yard coordinating no-fray fabric
(felt or fleece work well)

FOR THE SOLE
1/8 yard Lightweight Iron-On Adhesive
(like Heat ‘n’ Bond Lite)
1/8 yard suede or leather
(faux is fine)
OR
1–8 ½” x 11” suede or leather sheet
(available at some fabric stores)

NOTIONS AND OTHER
Printable Pattern
Leather/heavyweight sewing machine needles
Heavyweight thread
1’ – 1/8” Elastic Cord
Marking pen, scissors, straight pens, small safety pins
Sewing machine and iron